DRC-009

Remote Control
for Ring Main Unit (RMU)

Ring Main Unit Connected with DRC-009
Automate secondary distribution networks to gain efficient
utilization of energy while minimizing power outages.
Obtain real-time data for analysis, decision making and
optimization of operations to improve power quality.
Monitor the grid to enable remote fault localization.
Automate and set network re-configuration parameters to
isolated faulty sections and ensure faster power restoration
while reducing the cost of energy loss.
Increase efficient network utilization and minimize network
losses.
Measurements and analyze power flows/quality
OPEX costs reductions

Application
The DRC-009 has been an effective solution for operators in reducing energy losses whilst improving overall grid network
reliability. It’s ‘’Smart Grid Ready’’ multifunction interface that integrates all the functional units necessary for remote supervision and control of varies types of the RMU switchgear systems such as ABB, Schneider & Siemens is an added advantage for it is redundant here. As a result, where LV/MV grid operators would normally spend hours maintaining RMUs, they
are now able to do the same task within seconds with the DRC-009. Thus saving on their OPEX costs and operational risks
by significant margins.
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PCs by using GSM/GPRS/Internet

Technical Data
In addition to DRC-009 general technical data, the following applies

Remote Control Unit
Power Supply

(190 - 230) ± 10%

Ambient Temperature range

0 to + 65 ⁰C

Humidity

< 95%

Operation Frequency Band

GSM/GPRS, 850/900/1800/1900MHz

Battery Voltage

24VDC

Remote Control Function
Switch Position

Open/Close

Maximum switch control

Up to 8 switches

RMU type support

Fuse function “P” I Switch function “S”
Breaker function “CP”, “CF”

Call Control
Remote switch

Open/Close

Switch status

Open/Close

Read current measurement

Fault detection apply

Check line condition (Normal/Fault)

Fault detection apply

Fault Detection Optional
Phase overload

Yes

Fault current setting

Yes

Phase and Earth fault

Yes

Alarm

Switch “Open” | CB “Open” I Fuse “Break-Out”
MV lose voltage I Low battery

Software Management
Add / Remove user | Add / Remove controller (DRC-009)
View all users | View all controller (DRC-009)
Controller ID setting & Tracking abilities |
Map views | Check all user | Top-up balance
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DRC-009 Configuration Diagram

1 VPIS (Voltage present indicator system)

2 MV-Pre reader (Medium voltage present reader system)

Functional and Interface unit designed
DRC-009 is designed to be connected directly to the MV switchgear, without requiring
a special converter. It has a simple front panel for local operation with a bright
LED indicating the status of switchgear, which allows management of electrical
rating mechanisms (local/remote switch) and display of information concerning the
switchgear’s status.
The DRC-009 is a smart controller with a back-up power supply guaranteeing service
continuity as an auxiliary power-source in case of primary power-source loss. The
back-up battery is capable to supply power to the DRC-009, the MV switchgear’s motor
mechanisms as well as 24VDC and 48VDC motor units.
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DRC-009 Operation Diagram
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